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Comments on ACCC Preliminary Positions 
 
As a general comment WMI supports the statements on the trading rules application 
made by both the National Irrigators Council and NSW Irrigators Council.  The 
suggested solution of identification of the Victorian water resource plans before the 
trading rules are finalised is a sensible one.   The MDBA by incorporating the rules in 
the Basin Plan must seek a binding commitment from each State including Victoria to 
comply with the trading rules. 
 
WMI notes the ACCC has listed the five basin water market and trading objectives 
contained in Schedule 3 of the Act in its summary but has not referenced these 
objectives to the positions formulated.  This referencing would show those positions 
that may meet some, all or none of the objectives set down in the Act. 
 
References throughout this submission are to the numbering outlined in Appendix 2 
of the Water Trading Rules Position Paper called ACCC preliminary positions. 
 
Ownership Restrictions 
 
(3-A)  
 
WMI concurs there should not be specific restrictions on the ownership of water 
access rights by non-landholders, environmental water holders and urban water 
authorities.  However, for infrastructure operators a choice needs to be provided in 
terms of allowing non-landholders to purchase part of the bulk entitlement or to 
request non-landholders purchase a statutory entitlement or zero water access licence 
entitlement and transform or trade their share of the operator’s entitlement to the 
statutory entitlement.  WMI as an infrastructure operator is concerned that it will be 
forced to have a number of water entitlement only account holders who have no land, 
do not intend to irrigate and trade their entitlement annually.  There is no benefit to 
members of water entitlement only accounts and trading figures are skewed by these 
non-irrigators. 
 
(3-B) 
 
The position notes that the ability of an individual to own water is able to be restricted 
if there has been a breach of water legislation or outstanding water charges. 
 
WMI suggests the breach of water legislation would need to be clearly defined as 
more serious matters may be acceptable but minor breaches could be construed to be 
restricting trade.   
 
It would be difficult to deny approval for ownership of water access entitlements if 
charges on unrelated assets are overdue.  If ownership were to be restricted would this 
also apply to bankrupt entities or entities in administration or receivership even 
though payment of water charges may be up to date. 
 
It may be prudent to allow the Basin States restriction of temporary or annual trading 
options on the water access entitlement if charges are overdue.  Infrastructure 
operators implement these types of restrictions. 
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Co-held water access rights 
 
(3-C) 
 
The position paper notes there “may be” barriers to trade generated by an individual 
having to obtain the approval of other co-holders. 
 
There is still a lack of detail about how many co-holders there are across the Basin.  It 
is disappointing the water market rules have not addressed the issues with all co-
holders as the water market rules are limited to infrastructure operators who hold the 
bulk water access entitlement.   
 
(3-D) 
 
The ACCC considers the State Governments should review existing arrangements for 
members of a co-holding that are not related entities.  Many of these structures are 
complex, have small numbers of holders, have been in existence for many years and 
require significant legal advice.  WMI suggests the trading rules must set down the 
rules where compliance is required and assistance must be provided to co-holders not 
the States to comply with the trading rules as determined. 
 
Unbundled water rights 
 
(3-E) 
 
WMI is unclear as to the definition of approvals being governed through separate 
instruments or processes. 
Dealing with the water delivery right and water use approval will generally be a 
consequence of trading a water access right and an operator will require a decision to 
allow processing to all registers and property files etc. 
 
(3-F) 
 
WMI agrees trading of the water access right should not be conditional on the 
ownership of land and notes NSW facilitated the unbundling by establishing zero 
Water Access Licences. 
 
Restrictions based on the intended use of water 
 
(3-G) 
 
WMI believes the position noted in (ii) is covered more than adequately in the water 
market rules and the water charge termination fee rules. 
 
WMI also contends the wording of “there should be no restriction on trade due to the 
purpose for which the water will be used” has potential ramifications if a broad 
interpretation is taken.  This definition would include trade to an illegal activity. 
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(3-H) 
 
WMI seeks clarification on whether this wording should include there will be no 
additional benefits extended to environmental water holders.  A clear example may be 
where sheparding of water occurs where existing water access licences holders in 
affected valleys are not entitled to trade from these systems despite the sheparding 
occurring.   
 
The environmental water holder may also have self imposed restrictions on water 
trading such as banning temporary trades of water for financial gain as the purpose is 
to provide environmental flows and benefits and the trading rules will need to provide 
discretion to the environmental water holder. 
 
At present the agreement between Victoria and the Commonwealth and the 
Memorandum of Understanding between NSW and the Commonwealth would breach 
this position as restrictions have been placed on how much water the environmental 
water holder can purchase. 
 
Stock and Domestic Use 
 
(3-I) and (3-J) 
 
WMI remains firm in its opinion stock and domestic water should not be tradeable.  If 
stock and domestic entitlement were converted into general water access licences 
conversion factors would need to be applied while the entitlement would still retain a 
higher priority of allocation.  There are no adequate safeguards in a market to ensure 
water for critical human and animal consumption needs.  As outlined in the NSW 
Irrigators Council submission stock will need water and will take it regardless of 
entitlement.  There are also “non licenced” and unmetered riparian rights in NSW 
which may then be substituted for traded stock and domestic water. 
 
The ACCC has not addressed the issue of materiality of stock and domestic 
entitlement across the Basin or outlined the full third party consequences of all water 
being stripped from houses or land and in these cases if the human rights have been 
breached. As noted in the submission to the issues paper WMI cannot create new 
stock and domestic water entitlement but there is an expectation this water is a basic 
right which must be supplied. 
 
WMI also remains concerned about the “lack of incentive” to move to or remain in a 
rural area where stock and domestic water is not provided. 
 
The ACCC must also be clear in how it plans to manage urban water under the trading 
rules. 
 
Trade into and out of the MDB 
 
(3-K) and (3-L) 
 
A comment has been included relevant use approvals would be required.  This 
statement needs more detail as given these are to be Basin rules is there the 
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expectation the MDBA will have some overall authority in approving new diversions 
from the Basin.  Communities within the Basin do not want a repeat of the North 
South pipeline.  Relevant use approvals should include environmental assessment, 
community agreement and alternative use assessment.  True costs of delivery must 
also be applied to non-MDB users. 
 
One of the specific objectives of the trading objectives in the Federal Water Act is “to 
recognise and protect the environment.”  Trading out of the Basin is a clear breach of 
protecting the environment by limiting additional flows from allocation in the future. 
 
Holding carryover for non-MDB use may also have water sharing consequences for 
the States. 
 
Environmental impacts resulting from trade 
 
(3-M) and (3-N) 
 
WMI agrees with these statements. 
 
Over allocation and overuse 
 
(3-O) 
 
WMI agrees with this statement. 
 
Conversion between priority classes 
 
(3-P) 
 
WMI fully supports the position that there should be no further conversions between 
classes of water access rights as the third party impacts on future allocations are 
evident and the water market provides an appropriate solution to managing business 
risk. 
 
Carryover 
 
(3-R) and (3-S) 
 
Given the large valleys including the Murray and the Murrumbidgee do not have 
continuous sharing arrangements the statement about “no limits” on carryover 
volumes for continuous sharing arrangements needs to be carefully considered.  It sets 
a dangerous precedent to have no limits on carryover volumes as it can impact future 
allocations for all entitlement holders.   
 
Some types of access entitlements do not have the ability to carryover at all so one 
rule cannot fit all. 
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Metering 
 
(3-T) and (3-U) 
 
Metering should be excluded from the water trading rules and WMI concurs with the 
statements made by the NSW Irrigators Council. 
 
The 4% Limit 
 
(4-A), (4-B) and (4-C) 
 
WMI supports full removal of the 4% cap and remains concerned Victoria is adamant 
the 4% will stay.  The hardship being experienced by many Victorian irrigators who 
are unable to trade their water as the 4% cap has already been reached in the 2009/10 
season in unacceptable.  At present there is no agreement as to when or how the limit 
will be increased or removed.  The argument that the cap will be progressively 
removed by 2014 to allow managed adjustment is inconsistent with the four-year 
timeframe.  The Victorian water authorities have recently reported significant 
financial losses due to the low allocation year in 2008/09.  This year included large 
financial rebates of fixed charges from the State Government which assisted the 
bottom line of these entities.  The adjustment argument is obviously not for irrigators 
alone as these authorities will also need to manage change.  Communities are already 
adjusting and will continue to do so.  An individuals decision as to how to manage his 
water asset should not be controlled by a cap. 
 
NSW and SA districts do not have any cap from 1 January 2010 and the inequity is 
obvious.  NSW entities are also member owned and do not receive financial 
assistance from Government. 
 
Approval Times 
 
(5-A) 
 
WMI does not agree that maximum approval times should not be noted in the trading 
rules given the water market rules have been very clear on a 25 day approval and 
processing timeframe for infrastructure operators. 
 
Consideration of applications by multiple approval authorities and information 
sharing 
 
(5-B) to (5-G) 
 
The statements made over simplify the actual task of transferring water permanently.  
Many of the statements are recommendations rather than a trading rule and should not 
be taken up in the rules.  The ACCC should also refer to the National Water 
Commissions biennial assessment on water trading, as a number of recommendations 
are also included in this report. 
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The role of water intermediaries 
 
(5-H) 
 
WMI does not agree with the position there should be no specific regulation 
introduced for water market intermediaries and believes a robust and safe water 
market cannot exist without regulation of brokers. 
 
Increasing regulation is supported by the majority of market users including some 
brokers, other stakeholders and State Governments.  It is time the Federal 
Government listened on this issue.  The ACCC has made a start by issuing a brochure 
but it is an inadequate response for long term water market security. 
 
Approval authorities other activities 
 
(5-I) and (5-J) 
 
The trading rules need to be clear on what is and isn’t permissible and what is a 
conflict that will breach the rules.  Noting the issue deserves closer attention by 
Government is not adequate. 
 
Water access rights – location matters 
 
WMI supports the submissions prepared by National Irrigators Council and NSW 
Irrigators Council on Section (6-A) to (6-U) of the preliminary positions. 
 
Water delivery rights 
 
(7-A) and (7-B) 
 
This position supports the water market rules and the larger operators in the basin 
have already defined delivery rights.  It is understood that there cannot be forced 
termination of a delivery right. 
 
WMI notes the private diverter has not been considered where if diversion is stopped 
does this free up delivery capacity for another user in that part of the system. 
 
(7-C) 
 
WMI does not support the interference and regulation of delivery entitlements by 
water trading rules and believe delivery falls outside the scope of the definition of 
water trading.   
 
Delivery entitlements are operator and district specific and have nothing to do with 
the Basin as a whole.  WMI agrees with clearly defining the entitlement but does not 
agree with pre-determined rules about how an infrastructure operator must approve or 
not approve delivery entitlement transactions. 
 
WMI has raised the issue of trading delivery entitlements to non-landholders in 
separate documentation and was pleased to note in the position paper the statement 
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“owning or occupying land serviced by an infrastructure operators network appears to 
be a reasonable pre-requisite for holding a water delivery right against that 
infrastructure operator. 
 
WMI concurs with the statement it may be appropriate to limit trade of delivery rights 
to a person where this would result in a volume of delivery rights in excess of that 
amount reasonably required to irrigate the land owned. 
 
WMI supports Board management and approval of delivery entitlement transactions. 
 
Irrigation rights 
 
(8-A) to (8-C) 
 
Irrigation rights are covered in the water market rules and should not be repeated in 
the trading rules. 
 
Reporting and the availability of information 
 
(9-A) to (9-F) 
 
WMI agrees with the positions noted about improving information but cautions 
against the additional costs that may be imposed on irrigators for “extra information.”  
The MDBA would need to take responsibility for the central point of data collection 
and reporting and only collect information that is of “use” to the market.   
 
 


